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2001 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4.0L Eng Laredo
ENGINE CONTROLS SELF-DIAGNOSTICS - GRAND CHEROKEE

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

CAUTION: When battery is disconnected,
vehicle computer and memory systems may lose
memory data. Driveability problems may exist until
computer systems have completed a relearn cycle.
See COMPUTER RELEARN PROCEDURES article
in GENERAL INFORMATION before disconnecting
battery.

NOTE: Self-diagnostic tests are written
specifically for Chrysler's Diagnostic Readout Box
(DRBIII(R)) scan tool. A generic scan tool may not
be capable of performing all necessary test
functions.

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS > DTC P0351: IGNITION COIL #1 PRIMARY CIRCUIT (4.0L)
Question: coil driver circuits

NOTE: For circuit identification and wiring
diagram, see WIRING DIAGRAMS article. If
Powertrain Control Module (PCM) is replaced, PCM
must be reprogrammed. See PROGRAMMING .
After each repair procedure has been completed,
reconnect all components. Perform POWERTRAIN
VERIFICATION TEST VER-5 under
VERIFICATION TESTS to ensure system is
functioning properly.

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS > DTC P0351: IGNITION COIL #1 PRIMARY CIRCUIT (4.0L) >
TESTING

NOTE: A one-piece coil rail assembly
containing 3 individual coils is used. Coil rail
assembly is located on top of engine, right of valve
cover. Individual coils cannot be replaced
separately. If any coils are defective, coils and coil
rail assembly must be replaced as an assembly.
1. Turn ignition on. Using scan tool, read DTCs. If GOOD TRIP counter is displayed for DTC
P0351 and displayed count is "0", go to next step. If GOOD TRIP counter is not displayed for
DTC P0351 or displayed count is not "0", go to step 8 .
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2. Turn ignition off. Disconnect ignition coil rail connector. Inspect connector for damaged pins,
corrosion and loose terminals. Repair connector as necessary. If connector is okay, turn
ignition on. Measure resistance between Dark Green/Orange and Tan/Red wires at ignition coil
rail connector (component side). If resistance is 0.6-0.9 ohm, go to next step. If resistance is
not 0.6-0.9 ohm, replace ignition coil rail.

NOTE: In the following step, when
checking for power at the coil connector, Auto
Shutdown (ASD) relay must be activated.
When PCM receives a command to activate
the ASD relay, the PCM toggles the ASD relay
control circuit (2 seconds on and 2 seconds off)
and voltage is supplied via the ASD relay to the
coils. ASD relay can be activated by using a
scan tool and activating generator field or ASD
relay.
3. Turn ignition on. Using a test light connected to ground, probe Dark Green/Orange wire at
ignition coil rail harness connector. Using scan tool, actuate generator field or ASD relay and
observe test light. If test light illuminates brightly, go to next step. If test light does not illuminate
brightly, repair open or high resistance in ASD relay output circuit to ignition coil rail. See
WIRING DIAGRAMS article.
4. Turn ignition off. Ensure ignition coil rail connector is still disconnected. Using a test light
connected to positive battery voltage, probe Tan/Red wire at ignition coil rail harness connector
while cranking engine. If test light does not blink/flicker, go to next step. If test light
blinks/flickers, no problem is indicated at this time. Test is complete.
5. Disconnect PCM connectors. PCM is located on firewall in right rear corner of engine
compartment. Inspect connectors for damaged pins, corrosion and loose terminals. Repair
connectors as necessary. If connectors are okay, measure resistance of Tan/Red wire between
ignition coil rail harness connector and terminal No. 7 at PCM C1 harness connector. See
Figure . If resistance is less than 5 ohms, go to next step. If resistance is 5 ohms or more,
repair open or high resistance in Tan/Red wire.
6. Measure resistance between ground and Tan/Red wire at ignition coil rail harness connector. If
resistance is 5 ohms or more, go to next step. If resistance is less than 5 ohms, repair short to
ground in Tan/Red wire.
7. At this time, PCM is assumed to be defective. Replace PCM.
8. At this time, conditions for DTC to set do not exist or fault is an intermittent problem. Using
scan tool, review FREEZE FRAME data. Attempt to duplicate condition that caused DTC to
set. Visually inspect related connectors and wiring harness for damage. Check for any related
technical service bulletins that may apply. Start engine and allow it to idle. With engine running,
wiggle wiring harness from ignition coil rail to PCM. PCM is located on firewall in right rear
corner of engine compartment. Using scan tool, read DTCs. If GOOD TRIP counter is
displayed and displayed count changes to "0", or engine misses, repair wiring where wiggling
caused engine to miss. If engine does not miss and GOOD TRIP counter is not displayed or
displayed count does not change to "0", no problem is indicated at this time. Test is complete.
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